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SALUT LES JEUNES!

JOUER AVEC LES CHIFFRES
Games reinforce numbers painlessly and provide quick space fi llers at the end of a class or when class-

room energy begins to slacken. Formation of numbers invariably slows down the rhythm of a non-native 
speaker, so repeated drill is not a wasted activity! Here are games I have used from fi rst grade through high 
school French classes. I hope you will send in some of your successful number activities to share with other 
teachers.

• PAMPLEMOUSSE ("Buzz" in American classrooms) - This is a great game to throw in at any point 
in the class because it requires no preparation whatsoever and includes everyone. It's a favorite of mine 
and certainly not original! It was thanks to my exchange students from Feucherolles that I added pamplemousse, the traditional 
term used for the game in France (although any vocabulary you'd like to reinforce could be substituted, or zut! just for fun.) Class 
chooses the pamplemousse number before starting. Students count around the room or in a circle but must remember to replace 
the pre-determined number with pamplemousse each time it appears. If 3 were the number, students would count, taking turns: 
un, deux, pamplemousse, quatre, cinq. 33 would be pamplemousse-pamplemousse! You can eliminate the student when errors are 
made to give a victory to the last remaining student, but it's precisely those students who need the drill! Instead, class can simply 
shout together  “EIle a tort!” thereby reinforcing another expression. (See [http://www.frenchteachers.org/bulletin/articles/fl es/mo-
refl esactivities.htm])

• LES DÉS - Any number of games can be invented using dice. For the youngest language learners who are just learning 
to count, a simple game consists of taking turns throwing a die or dice when ready (lancer le dé) and hopping (sautez, sautez!) the 
number of times indicated on the die. The whole class chorally counts to reinforce numbers for extra oral practice in a safe envi-
ronment. Make it more fun by jumping up on a chair. Large sponge dice are the easiest to use with younger students, but any dice 
will work.

• DIX - This is a little challenging for fi rst graders, but older students love it. Divide class into groups of two, three, or four, 
each with a deck of cards. Place deck face down in the center of each group. Students take turns drawing a card (Practice: C'est mon 
tour) and placing card face up on the table. Student must state the number in French (As = un, valet, reine et roi = dix). If he can use 
his card with any other card already face up to equal ten, he must state the formula: deux et huit font dix, and the pair is his. If he 
cannot use the card, it stays on the table for other students to use during their turns. A face card counts as a pair. Student with the 
most pairs at the end is the winner.

• LE LABYRINTHE - This format works for all sorts of vocabulary drill and I still use it successfully with all ages, even in high 
school classes. Place the more diffi  cult numbers near each starting point (Monique et Pierre) as they will be repeated the most. Put 
up on smart board, or distribute a copy to each student. Divide into two teams (not necessarily garçons et fi lles which is considered 
politically incorrect! I invite you to use drawings from Le Grand Concours FLES if you would prefer animals at each end.) The goal is 
for a team to make it from one end to the other without a mistake. Each person on the team pronounces a number in turn. When 
an error is committed, the other team must begin from the opposite end. After an error, return to the fi rst team who starts again at 
the beginning of the maze. To avoid embarrassment and give the most opportunity to use the language, choose a diff erent person 
to begin each time. The sample below includes numbers from 1 to 100, but it works just as well with beginners with only 1 - 10 or 
1 - 20, repeating numbers several times. It works! (See [http://www.frenchteachers.org/bulletin/archives/2000s/2000-26.2nov.pdf ] 
for another version of the labyrinthe). 

Elizabeth Miller
Northern California AATF Chapter

Share with other FLES* and middle school teachers your ideas, classroom gimmicks, games for oral interaction, and successful 
lessons. Creating a passion at the youngest levels is the best way to insure the continuation of secondary and university French 
programs. Join the teacher network! Send your ideas to Elizabeth Miller, 74 Tuscaloosa Avenue, Atherton, CA 94027; E-mail: [mme-
miller@aol.com].
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